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CATEGORIES IN WHICH EVERY IS INITIAL 

By Sung Sa Hong 

Dedz"cated to Prefessor Chμng Ki Pahk on his 60th Bz"rthday 

1. Introduction 

TopologicalIy algebraic functors have been introduced by Y. H. Hong [5], which 

generalize topological functors introduced by Herrlich [3] and cover most of cate-

gories usualIy studied in algebra, topology and universal topological algebra. 

In this paper, it is shown that topologically algebraic functors are precisely 

those functors with left adjoints such that the domain categories are (epi, initial)

factorizable. Observing that for monadic functors and algebraic functors, every 

monosource m the domain categories is initial with respect to the functor in 

question, topolo-be 

can deduce 

we w ilI give some sufficient conditions for those functors to 

gically algebraic. Using this and applying resuIts m [5], one more 

properties in the domain category of such a functor from those m its codomain 

category. In particular, we note that topologicalIy algebraic functors detect colimits 

and limits. 

For general categor~cal background and terminology we refer to [2] , except that 

every subcategory of a category will be assumed to be fulI and isomorphism closed. 

2. TopologicalIy algebraic functors 

DEFINITION 2. 1. Let G: A + B be a functor. A source (A, A」」Az)iεI m A 

is called G-z"nzïz"al (or z"nz"Hal wz뼈 respect to G) if for any source (A' , A'호L→A)iEI 
(Gfi)h=Ggi(iε1) there exists a 

+A with Gh=h and fih=gi (iε1). 

in A and any B-morphism h : GA' 'GA with 

unique A -morphism h : A' 

The category of sets (topological spaces, compact Hausdorff spaces resp.) and 
maps (continuous maps resp.) will be denoted by Set (Top, Comp resp.). 

EXAMPLE. A source (A, Cfi ) l) in Top is initial with respect to the underIying 

+Set iff A is endowed with the initial topology with respect to set functor Top 

(지) l' For any subcategory K of Comp, it is easy to show that every pomt-

separating-source in K is initial with respect to its underIying set functor. 
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DEFINITION 2. 2. Let G : A-• B be a functor. A B-morphism g: X-• GA is 

said to G-gαzerate A if for any pair A :B of A-morphisms (Gr)g=(Gs)g implies 

γ=s. 

DEFINITION 2.3. [5J. A functor G: A 'B is called topologz"cally algebraz"c if 

for each family (Ai)iEI of A-objects and each source (X , X二!....GAi)iε1 in B there 

exists a G-initial source (A , A二L→Ai) iEI in A and a B-morphism h: X-• GA 

which G-generates A such that the diagram 

h 
X 

si GSi 、

commutes for each z"EI. 

It has been shown [5J that every topologically algebraic functor is faithful, has 

a left adjoint and detects limits and colimits, Ï. e. , if D : j-• A is diagram and 

GD has a limit (colimit, resp.) then so has D. 

DEFINITION 2. 4. For a category A, let E (M resp.) be a cIass of morphisms 

(sources resp.). Then A is caIled (E, M) -factoη~"zable if every source (A , A上A )I 

in A has a factorization, A파→싹=A-ζB효!....AiUε1) with eεE and (B, (g))ε 
M. And A is called an (E, M)-category if it is (E, M)-factorizable and for a 
morphism e : A-• B in E and a source (C, C mμAi) 1 in M, and for any morphism 

f:A• C and any source (B, B f，.갱1 with 싹f=지e(ε1)， there is a unique 

morphism g : B-• C such that ge=f and mig=간Uε1). 

THEOREM 2. 5. A functor G : A-• B Z"S topologZ"cally 

adjoz"nt and A Z"S (epi , G-z"nzïz"al)-factorz"zable. 

a않ebraz"c zïf G has a le.져 

PROOF. (~). It remains to show that A is (epi, G-initial)-factorizable. Let 

(A, (fi)시 be a source in A. Then there is a G-initial source (B, (gi)I) and a 

morphism h: GA .GB which G-generates B such that (Ggf)h=Gfi Uε1). Hence 

there is a unique A -morphism e : A-• B with Ge=h and 지=gze αε1). Ge=h G

generating B, e is an ep미ihInmrnlom야rp야h 

(ç송二). Let F be a lef담t adjoint 0아f G. Let (Ai)iEI be a family of A-objects and 
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{X. X 5, .GAi)iε1 a source in B. Let ηx: X-→GFX be a front adjunction of X. 

Then there is a unique 자 :FX-• Ai with CG.좌)ηx=한 uε[). Let FX [,• 4 = 

‘FX 주→A호:""Ai be an Cepi. G-initial)-factorization. Hence we have the following 

'Commutative diagram 

’7" x. 늦Gf'X 
Ge 

를 GA 

• 

si 

GAi 

Since e is an epimorphism and ηx G-generates FX. CGe)ηx G-generates A. This 

completes the proof. 

REMARK. In the above theorem. G is also topologica1)y algebraic if G has a 

left adjoint and A is CE. G-initial)-factorizable for any class E of epimorphisms 

in A (see the last argument of the proof). 

We will denote the category of universal algebras of fixed type .. and homomor

phisms by AC .. ). For a subcategory T of Top and a subcategory A of AC .. ). the 
category of universal topological algebras whose underlying algebras belong to A 

and underlying spaces belong to T. and continuous homomorphisms will be denoted 

by TA. It is shown [5] that for an epireflective subcategory T of Top and an 

epireflective subcategory A of AC .. ). the underlying set functor of TA is top이og

ically algebraic. We note that Comp is not epireflective in Top. 

COROLLARY 2.6. Let K be either the category Comp or the category ZComp 01 

zero-dimensional compact Hausdoκfl spaces and contz"nuous maps. Foγ α1 ePirellec!Z"ve 
subcategory A 01 AC .. ) Cequivalently A is closed undel’ products and subalgebras). 

the underlying set Cspace. algebra γesp.) lunctor G : KA-• Set CKA-•K. KA-• 

A resp.) is topologically algebraic. 

PROOF. By the adjoint functor theorem Cwith the “ solution set" condition). one 
can easily conclude that the functors have left adjoints. Since every mono-source 

in K or A is initial with respect to its underlying set functor. it is obvious that 
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every mono-source in KA is also G-initial. Furthermore. KA is an (epi, monosources) 

category; KA is (epi, G-initial)-factorizable. This completes the proof. 

3. Monadic functors and algebraic functors 

The reader is referred to [1] and [6] for monadic functors, except that monadic 

functors in this paper are defined in a way for the comparison functors to be 
equivalences of categories instead of isomorphisms as in [6]. and to [2] for 

algebraic functors. i. e.. functors which have left adjoints and preserve and reflect 
regular epimorphisms. 

We note again that every mono-source in a subcategory of ACr) is initial with 
respect to the underlying set functor. 

PROPOSITION 3. 1. If a functor G : A-• B is either monadic or algebraic, then 
every mono-source in A is G-initia1. 

PROOF. Suppose G is monadic and F is a left adjoint of G. Let (T=GF. η， μ) 

be the monad in B defined by the adjunction, i. e. • η : 1B-• T=GF is the front 
2 

adjunction and μ=GeF: T--• T while e : FG-• 1 A is the back adjunction. The 

category of T-algebras (see [1] or VI.2. [6]) will be denoted by BT 
: objects of BT 

are the pairs (X. 웅) where X is a B-object and 용 :TX-• X is a B-morphism 

satisfying 웅(T웅)=용μx and fηx=lx and a morphism f: (X. ξ-→(X'， f') in BT 

is given by a B-morphism f : X-• X' with fi옹=흥'(Tf). The comparison functor 

K:A-• BT (see [1] or Theorem 1, VI.3, [6]) such that KF=FT and GTK=G, 

where G
T 

is the underlying object functor of B
T 

into B and F ‘ is its left adjoint. 
T .. _ __T 

Since K is an equivalence of categories, K preserves mono-sources. and moreover 

a source (A, C.파) J) in A is G-initial iff the source (KA. (l(지) J) is GT -initial. 

Hence it is enough to show that every mono-source in BT is GT-initial. Let ((X, 

용). (X. 옹) m, . (Xi• 흙))iEJ be a mono-source in B
T

• For any source ((Z.O , (Z, O 

T Z' .::::::-:::::::: 
-- T/j 

늦 TX 
TmZ. 

을~TXi 
Tf 

’ r 

5 흥 7‘ si 

『
’
]
사
 

nil f 
.흔JXi 
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괴→(Xi， 중i)) 1 in B
T 

and any B-morphism / : GT (Z, ,;;) ，GT(X，종) with G닷= 
(C

T 
mi )/, i. e. , 간=m/UεI) in B, we have the preceeding diagram, in which the 

outer rectangle and the right square commute for each z"εI 
T 

of morphisms of B'. Since G' preserves mono-sources, (X, 

in B; Ç(Tf)=/';;. Hence f: (Z,,;;) .(X， 종) lS actually a 

due to the definition 

(??%)) is a mono-source 

mOrphism of BT and 

GTf=f. For the case of G being algebraic, the proof lS essentially contained in 

Proposition 32. 7 and 32. 8 [2). 

REMARK. 1) The above proposition might givè an easy criterion for a functor 
to be not monadic. For instance, under1ying set functors of subcategories of Top-

except those of subcategories of Comp need not be monadic, for every mono-source 

in those categories need not be initial. 

2) If G : A 

is A. 

.B is either monadic or algebraic and B is well powered then so 

In what follows, E (M resp.) denotes 

resp.) in a category in question. 

a class of epimorphisms (mono-sources 

U sing Proposition 3. 1 and Remark of Theorem 2.5, the 

mediate. 

monadz"c Let a fiμnctor G: A-• B be ezïher 

G Z"S toþologz"cally algebraz"c zf A Z"S (E, M) -factorz"zable. 

THEOREM 3. 2. oγ 

In case, 

and limz"ts. 

following lS 1m-

algebraz"c. Then 

G detects colimzïs 

PROPOSITION 3. 3. Let G:A .B be a monadz"c functor μIUh a 1ζft adjoz"nt F. 

1/ B Z"S an (E, M)-category and E Z"S closed μnder T=GF, then G Z"S tOþologz"cally 

algebraz"c. 

PROOF. Let B
T 

be the category of T-algeqras explained in the proof of Propo-

sítion 3. 1. Since the comparison functor K: A-• BT 
lS an equivalence, and 

equivalences of categories detect (epi, mono-sources)"factorizations, it is enough to 

show that B
T 

is (epi, mono-sources)-factorizable. For a source ((X, 한 ， (X， t)파→ 
(X i ' 웅씨)iε1 in BT

, let X피→Xi=X수.Z칸」Xt(z·εI) be the (E, M)-factorization in 

B . Since TeεE and (Z , (mi))εM， there is a unique morphism ,;; : TZ 'Z in ß; 

such that the diagram 

/ 
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늦 TZ 
Tmt 

늦 TXt TX . 
Tc 

‘ t I~ I';i 
’ l 

/ 

v 1IIi ‘ .. e x > Z > Xi1 

commutes for each i E 1. 

It is well known that (Z, O EBT follows from' the fact that (X, 힌εBT and e용= 
2 

l;,CTe) , and the fact e, Te , and T~e are epimorphisms. Moreover, e and 'm i are 

actually morphisms in BT
• Hence (X， 히」→(X，，화)=(X， 회주→(Z， ζ....:".:.::' ;:... (X i' 한) is 

T 
the desired factorization, for C' reflects epimorphisms and mono-sources. 

REMARK. With the same conditions in the above proposition, one can easily concIude 

that BT is acmany an (ET, MT)-category, where ET=(GTj-l (E) and MT: 

(CT )-l(M). 

Since .Set is an (epi, mono-sources)-category and epimorphisms in Set are pre

cisely retractions, we have the following from the above proposition (also see 

Theorem 4. 2 [4] and the following Proposition 3. 6). 

COROLLARY 3. 4. Every monadz'c functor Set z's topogically algebraic. 

Since every left adjoint functor preserves re밍lIar epimorphisms, the following 
is immediate from Proposition 3.3, while we refer to [4] for regular categories 

and regular functors. 

COROLLARY 3.5. Let A.-• B be a monadic functor. If C Pγeserves regulaγ ePi

ηzorphisms and B z's a regular category, then C z's topologically algebraz'c. 

PROPOSITION 3. 6. A 7ζgμlar functor C : A-• B z's topologz'cally algebraic. 

PROOF. By Proposition 2. 3 [4] , G is algebraic and A is a regular so that C is 

topologically algebraic due to Theorem 3. 2. 、

CarIeton University 

Ottawa, Canada 
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